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Indroduction
Bright Information Systems was established in
Qatar in 1998, as an Applications Developer
Company specialized in the Enterprise
Resource Planning Solutions (ERP).
For over 20 years of Successful Business, BIS
became one of the Highest Ranked vendors of
the ERP solutions in Qatar , GCC and the
Middle East. Moreover, for the high quality of
its Products and its Services BIS has got the
ISO Quality Certiﬁcate ISO 9001:2015.
Emerging and leading IT solution provider
focusing on innovative Technology solutions
that serves our partners and share positively in
their business success. BIS ﬁrmly place
technology
edge,
scalability,
reliability,
performance and security as the foundation
for every solution or service that company
provides. And thus, BIS has been consistently
rated as one of the leaders in the industry
development.
Bright's ERP true ambition is to integrate all
departments and functions across a company.
ERP combines all together the software
program that serves the needs of people in
ﬁnance as well as it does the people in sales,
warehouse, human resources and in other
departments so they can more easily share
information, be more productive and smarter
in decision-making.
Amazing
employees
deserve
amazing
software. BIS's ERP is the best management
software to run in any sector. Thousands of
happy users work better with our integrated
Apps. Proud to be fully functional customizable
Made in Qatar ERP Solution.
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Bright ERP
BIS is one of the longest standing
independent vendors of ERP
software solutions in the Middle
East.
Before
undertaking
an
ERP
implementation, it's critical to
understand what the needs (and
pain points) of your business are,
and how a proposed solution will
help you address them.
Successfully integrating a new ERP
plan is not an easy task. Many
companies struggle to ﬁnd a
balance between real-time and
batch integration and external and
internal ERP systems. Enterprise
resource planning is a complex
challenge and there are many
points
to
consider
before
launching a new strategy.

Our Solutions
01

Financial Suite

06

Rental & Real Estate Suite

02

Supply Chain Suite

07

Manufacturing Suite

03

HRMS Suite

08

POS System (Retail Sector)

04

Fixed Asset Suite

09

CRM & Dashboard

05

Contracting Suite

10

Bookkeeping Suite
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Why Bright ERP?
01

Oracle Based Applications.

02

Web enabled and Client/Server capabilities.

03

Flexible, Scalable, Integrated and User Friendly.

04

Multi-lingual (English, Arabic, other languages can be added).

05

Support multi-company, multi-branch, multi-department and multi-currency

06

Support multiple charts of accounts and unlimited number of levels.

07

Assured security through multi-conﬁrmation levels and monitoring capabilities.

08

Interaction with 3rd party vendors spread sheets "Excel" as well as sub-ledgers.

09

Cost analysis functions with independent cost centers and budgeting accounts.

10

Generation of full sets of ﬁnancial statements and comprehensive reports.

11

Comprehensive comparison reports for budgeting using numbers, as well as
statistical and graphical analysis.
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Designed to suit most customers' needs, however the system can be customized
according to new customer's needs.

13

The Customer can deﬁne the ﬁeld names according to his needs.

14

Fast and Easy Implementation.

15

Have an integrated workﬂow system that can be adapted and designed according to
the business cycle of the customer.

16

Have the ability to send notiﬁcations, messages and reports to the Management
Emails on a daily, weekly or monthly basis.

17

The business documents (Invoices, Purchase Orders, Delivery Notes, Checks, etc.…)
can be scanned and linked to the system and retrieved at any time.

18

Many Level of Support (On Site, On Line and through any connectivity tools).

19

Support multi-sites at the same time which perfectly suits customer needs.

20

Competitive and Flexible prices and Flexible Payment system.
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POS System
When it comes to selling, it helps to have as
much information about the customer and
your products as possible. Using our Point
Of Sale system, your company’s sales staff
can easily access a variety of useful
customer information, including past
purchase histories, credit card information,
and much more. In addition, System can be
set up to alert your sales staff when a
customer exceeds a credit limit.
A hold can then be put on the order until the
customer’s standing with your organization
improves. All this while processing quotes,
sales orders, and invoices! Simply put,
Bright's Point Of Sale system can increase
sales efﬁciency and, in turn, lead to greater
success.

If you are a supermarket retailer, departmental store retailer or restaurant owner, who are
looking for a Point-Of-Sale solution, BrightPOS is the right answer to you. What ever your retail
business may be, BrightPOS, has a version for you. BIS also offers specialized version for every
kind of POS or Retail operation.If you are new for barcode scanning at the retail counters or you
have already be a user of different system, well, this is perfect place for you.

01

User friendly design.

05

Manage purchases
Inventory.

&

Control

02

Customizable to perfectly suit your
business.

06

Data backup/restore
keep data safe.

feature

03

Simplifying day to day operations
through its ease of use built.

07

Multiple Reporting tool & Easily
Record Expenses.

04

Record sales immediately & Quick
in action.

08

Manages item pricing and offered
discounts

to
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POS
System

Financial
Suite

Supply Chain
Suite

Bookkeeping
Suite

HRMS
Suite

Manufacturing

CRM

Suite

Bright ERP
Fixed Asset
Suite

Rental & Real
Estate Suite

Contracting
Suite

Dashboard
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Why BIS?
BIS provide their clients with an Integrated
ERP
solution
that
serves
both
the
Governmental and Private Sectors in many
ﬁelds of business, like Financial, Trading,
Contracting
Services,
Logistics
and
Transportation, Real-Estate and Industrial
Production.
BIS has built applications for most lines of
business. We are now operating in Qatar and
GCC Countries, serving their valued customers
both in the Government Sector and Private
Sector in the major areas of business.

Advantages
01

Over 20 years of commitment and
experience in Implementing ERR
Solution.

02

Ability
to
manage
scalable,
integrated complex ERP Projects
with professional, qualiﬁed &
expert team.

03

Proven
methodology
using
well-deﬁned practices. Innovative
ideas for our clients.

04

Excellent After Sales Service using
the world-class quality standards
rules.

05

Considering the Current and the
Future needs of the Customer.
Excellent Team for Training.

06

Continuous development of the
products and services.

07

Conservative security rules that
protect customer data.
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CONTACT US
P.O. Box 5583, Villa #58, Al Amir Street,
Al Mirqab Al Jadeed, Doha - Qatar
+ 974 4432 3763
+ 974 5582 6314
care@erpbright.com
www.erpbright.com
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